
Wigmore Valley Park  WR D4.  A summary of less than 2000 words 
 
SLAE’s Wigmore Valley Park Written Representation reflects the importance to those that 
love the park and the passion to keep the park ‘as is’ that the submission is over 16 pages in 
length. 
 
To assist the Examining Authority, SLAE have identified the following areas in this Written 
Representation that require further inspection. 
 
SLAE also recognise from previous submissions that LR will respond to questions asked by 
SLAE by referring to the very same documents that the questions arose from. 
 
SLAE would like to thank whoever has been litter picking in Wigmore Valley Park for keeping the 
park clean and tidy recently and SLAE hope that this continues long in the future once the PI 
examiners have finished. 
 
Introduction 
The Wigmore Valley Park submission covers the following topics in the full Written 
Representation submission. 

• Wigmore Valley Park Introduction 

• insufficient air pollution monitoring in Wigmore Valley Park. 

• Brownfield land considerations. 

• Confusion over what is and what is not to be compulsory purchased 

• The chaos caused by construction and non-construction traffic in the area / and on 
the park. 

• Flies attracted to the landfill once the cap is lifted and adjoining ward residents 

• The perpetuity of the management of the park 

• The missing years of maturity and biodiversity 

• The Animal Welfare (Sentience) Act 2022 and impact of. 

• The welfare of 16.5 million living creatures on the CWS 

• Orchid translocation 

• Incomplete and missing ecological survey timelines 

• Highways and abuse of the country lanes surrounding the park 

• Confirmation of distances travelled by users of Wigmore Valley by foot 

• Private land and recreational use and recent confusion over signs 

• Results of Surveys carried out by FOWP on Wigmore Valley Park 

• A list of those that sympathized with FOWP / SLAE on the plight of Wigmore Valley 
Park. 


